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. Geographical boundary of the Amazon basin (green) and surrounding semi-arid regions (red).
Supplementary Figure 2 . Trend break analysis of six empirical datasets. The figure shows the results of estimating the breakpoint through a trend break analysis using two linear curves. Red lines represent the functional relationship found by averaging ET, GPP, AGB and tree cover over 50mm precipitation bins. We estimated two linear curves with intercepts by minimization of the sum of squared errors within the 500-3500mm P range. This 50mm bin size is the reason for why the estimated breakpoints has a values close to xx25 and xx75 mm yr -1 , which represent the mean P within each bin. The influence of land use change (see main paper) influences the intersection of the two curves and explains parts of the offsets between them at the breakpoint (e.g. for AGB).
Supplementary Panels show the dependency of AGB on P in nine ESMs. Coloured frequency field shows the dependency of AGB on P and land use. Colour follows the mean land use fraction in a P-AGB bin, and the saturation describes relative frequency. Coloured lines represent the functional relationships, found when averaging AGB over P-bins. The colours describe the maximum land use fraction of the gridcells included in the calculations of the functional relationships; from all gridcells (1) to only include gridcells with land use fraction lower than 0.2.
